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combined genius of Atlantis and Lemuria and predicts an eternal cycle of global creation, destruction, and
renewal. He shows how this cycle correlates precisely with scientific studies on glacial ice cores and
predictions from the Hopi, the Incas, and the Scandinavian Norse as well as the visions of Edgar Cayce. He
links the demise of Atlantis with the birth of the Olmec civilization in Mexico (the progenitors of the Maya),
the beginning of the first Egyptian dynasty, and the start of the Mayan Calendar. Drawing on the latest
climatology studies and papers from Pentagon and NASA analysts, he reveals that we are on the brink of a
destructive phase in the global cycle of change as predicted by the Atlanteans and the Maya. The world’s
current political, economic, and cultural deterioration is paralleled by unprecedented storms and record
temperatures, massive solar flares, tectonic disturbances, and fissuring sea floors that could release
dangerous reservoirs of methane gas into the environment--all of which signals we are headed into another
ice age. Despite the Atlanteans’ greater understanding of the cyclical nature of catastrophes and of the
human role in them, Joseph reveals the mistakes they made that played a crucial role in their civilization’s
destruction. By recognizing the self-destructive patterns of Atlantis in our own civilization, we can learn
from their mistakes to reestablish civilization’s cosmic balance before time runs out.
The Writers Directory 2013
The Lost Civilization of Lemuria Frank Joseph 2006-05-17 A compelling new portrait of the lost realm of
Lemuria, the original motherland of humanity • Contains the most extensive and up-to-date archaeological
research on Lemuria • Reveals a lost, ancient technology in some respects more advanced than modern
science • Provides evidence that the perennial philosophies have their origin in Lemurian culture Before
the Indonesian tsunami or Hurricane Katrina’s destruction of New Orleans, there was the destruction of
Lemuria. Oral tradition in Polynesia recounts the story of a splendid kingdom that was carried to the
bottom of the sea by a mighty “warrior wave”--a tsunami. This lost realm has been cited in numerous other
indigenous traditions, spanning the globe from Australia to Asia to the coasts of both South and North
America. It was known as Lemuria or Mu, a vast realm of islands and archipelagoes that once sprawled
across the Pacific Ocean. Relying on 10 years of research and extensive travel, Frank Joseph offers a
compelling picture of this motherland of humanity, which he suggests was the original Garden of Eden.
Using recent deep-sea archaeological finds, enigmatic glyphs and symbols, and ancient records shared by
cultures divided by great distances that document the story of this sunken world, Joseph painstakingly recreates a picture of this civilization in which people lived in rare harmony and possessed a sophisticated
technology that allowed them to harness the weather, defy gravity, and conduct genetic investigations far
beyond what is possible today. When disaster struck Lemuria, the survivors made their way to other parts
of the world, incorporating their scientific and mystical skills into the existing cultures of Asia, Polynesia,
and the Americas. Totem poles of the Pacific Northwest, architecture in China, the colossal stone statues on
Easter Island, and even the perennial philosophies all reveal their kinship to this now-vanished civilization.
Upside Down World Eugene Crowley 2009 Upside Down World: The Loss of the Sacred Cosmos is an
incisive look on the concept of self awareness, instructing readers on how to find their true identities and
potential by showing through detailed research how one needs to view reality and thereby move into a state
of fulfillment with life. Eugene Crowley Jr. uses the elements of philosophy, history, mythology, spiritual
and scientific issues, and social elements of ancient cultures to show how Western civilization has neglected
the knowledge and acts of self-realization, instead trying to act as society deems appropriate. Integrating

New Realities of the Twenty-first Century, Part 1 Prophet Wildman 2017-02-07 New Realities of the
Twenty-first Century, Part 1 by Prophet Wildman The psychic/parapsychic experience in the supernatural is
one that is not readily understood or accepted by the masses. After enjoying the gift of psychic future
predictive awareness for more than fifty years, Prophet Wildman had a deep understanding of the psychic
and parapsychic experience. However, it wasn’t until 2008 when he began receiving Holy subject
(Tribulation) awareness as a precognitive psychic medium that he really began to delve deeper into this
relatively unknown subject and explore psychic and parapsychic experiences as they related to the
supernatural and Christianity. Prophet Wildman wows his readers with first-hand experiences, both from
the perspective of being Christian and of being a psychic medium, while also providing a comprehensive
dissection and decoding of the Tribulation event as it relates to the prophecy. Wildman’s deeply personal
experiences, along with factual statements and others’ first-hand experiences, provide the reader with a
comprehensive read that will strengthen one’s faith in Christ and Christianity, while opening up rarely
explored doors to the supernatural, psychic and parapsychic worlds. Explore the unknown with Prophet
Wildman as he weaves his unwavering Christian beliefs with everything from extraterrestrials and
ultraterrestrials to vampires, U.F.Os, and government cover-ups. An open mind and a strong religious
conviction are all that’s needed to begin searching and discovering some of the biggest mysteries of our
time.
Progeny: The Complete Trilogy Shawn Hopkins 2021-10-17 AN EVIL FROM THE VERY BEGINNING IS
STILL HERE... Trapped behind the veil of another reality, a Fallen angel from antiquity sets in motion a
plan of escape—a plan which involves summoning his real world progeny to himself through an oceanic
gateway. As the day of escape nears, those the angel has abducted fight to flee the island themselves. But
can they decode the megalithic formulas in time, or will they be left behind, trapped in an unsettled version
of Bermuda for the rest of their lives? And if the angel does escape back to the real world, will he succeed
in freeing his condemned brethren from Tartarus, unleashing tribulation on the earth in an attempt to
reinstate a long lost Golden Age? In a battle between Good and Evil, Light and Darkness, a group of exsoldiers will come face-to-face with the birth of a cosmic, age-long conspiracy that could spell the end of the
world as they know it. Described by readers as "Dan Brown meets LOST meets Left Behind," Nephilim
Island begins with John Carter looking for his missing brother in a tranquil Bermuda and ends with an epic
clash between worlds in Apocalypse Rising. This special edition contains all three novels in the Progeny
trilogy.
Atlantis and the Coming Ice Age Frank Joseph 2015-03-16 Reveals the parallels between the rise and fall
of Atlantis, cultures in ancient Mesoamerica, and our modern civilization • Links the demise of Atlantis with
the birth of the Olmec civilization in Mexico, the beginning of the first Egyptian dynasty, and the start of
the Mayan Calendar • Reveals the Atlantean and Mayan prophecy of an eternal cycle of global creation,
destruction, and renewal and how we are headed into a destructive phase • Shows how ancient prophecies
correlate precisely with the latest climatology studies, the rising incidence of solar flares, and papers from
Pentagon and NASA analysts With the passing of the Mayan Calendar’s end date we can now focus on the
true significance of what the Maya and their predecessors were trying to convey to future civilizations.
Frank Joseph reveals how the Mayan prophecy, symbolized by their calendar, was created through the
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many cultures and societies throughout time, including Native Americans, Ancient Egypt, the Greeks, and
early Americans, the author references their beliefs, customs, and religions to help illustrate how other
cultures and people live their lives in a more awakened state.
Fingerprints of the Gods Graham Hancock 2012-09-19 Could the story of mankind be far older than we
have previously believed? Using tools as varied as archaeo-astronomy, geology, and computer analysis of
ancient myths, Graham Hancock presents a compelling case to suggest that it is. “A fancy piece of historical
sleuthing . . . intriguing and entertaining and sturdy enough to give a long pause for thought.”—Kirkus
Reviews In Fingerprints of the Gods, Hancock embarks on a worldwide quest to put together all the pieces
of the vast and fascinating jigsaw of mankind’s hidden past. In ancient monuments as far apart as Egypt’s
Great Sphinx, the strange Andean ruins of Tihuanaco, and Mexico’s awe-inspiring Temples of the Sun and
Moon, he reveals not only the clear fingerprints of an as-yet-unidentified civilization of remote antiquity,
but also startling evidence of its vast sophistication, technological advancement, and evolved scientific
knowledge. A record-breaking number one bestseller in Britain, Fingerprints of the Gods contains the
makings of an intellectual revolution, a dramatic and irreversible change in the way that we understand our
past—and so our future. And Fingerprints of God tells us something more. As we recover the truth about
prehistory, and discover the real meaning of ancient myths and monuments, it becomes apparent that a
warning has been handed down to us, a warning of terrible cataclysm that afflicts the Earth in great cycles
at irregular intervals of time—a cataclysm that may be about to recur. “Readers will hugely enjoy their
quest in these pages of inspired storytelling.”—The Times (UK)
Conquering the Chaos Ravi Venkatesan 2013-06-18 Providing an insider view on how to tackle the very
unique challenges of the Indian market, the former India head of two U.S. multinational corporations
proves that if you can make it in India, you can make it anywhere by revealing how to break into through
successfully. 10,000 first printing.
Forthcoming Books Rose Arny 2002-04
Les Enfants de la Matrice Tome 2 David Icke Au cours des siècles, les Illuminati ont échafaudé leur plan
: établir un gouvernement mondial, une banque centrale, une armée mondiale et marquer une population
de puces électroniques reliées à un ordinateur central. La Matrice ! David Icke en parle depuis longtemps.
C’est un précurseur, même si on a dit de lui qu’il était fêlé du coco ! Pourtant! Regardez-vous la télé ?
Lisez-vous les journaux ? Naviguez-vous sur l’Internet ? Nous y sommes : ils veulent “pucer’’ nos enfants et
nos aînés, pour leur sécurité ! Et les voyageurs, et les malades et les bien-portants, au cas où… Les
Illuminati manipulent l’humanité par les émotions et le contrôle mental (mind control). L’une des
techniques les plus efficaces de manipulation consiste à créer un problème (exemple : la disparition
d’enfants), à attendre les réactions (nous ne sommes plus en sécurité, il faut que quelqu’un trouve une
réponse à nos angoisses !!!), puis, de glisser subtilement la solution (la puce, comme celle au cou de votre
chien…) déjà conçue, opérationnelle, prête à vous rassurer. Le manège infernal est commencé : ils ont
réussi et les moutons sont tellement heureux qu’ils n’arriveront jamais à croire que le loup est entré dans la
bergerie. Les Illuminati sont acclamés comme de sauveurs. Et vlan ! Voyez où ils nous mènent, tous pays
confondus ! Nous sommes à un carrefour historique de l’Humanité. Personne ne le conteste. Avons-nous le
temps et la détermination de miser encore sur la liberté, l’égalité et la fraternité ? À moins que nous ne
souhaitions déjà nous soumettre au bâillon d’un état fasciste planétaire, nous écraser devant les puissants
de cette monumentale conspiration et attendre, béatement, que le loup nous dévore! L’auteur de Les
enfants de la matrice, tome 2, affirme qu’il est encore possible de vivre dans une société moderne en
acceptant la diversité. Par contre, la vigilance s’impose : sachons bien identifier autant nos amis, que nos
ennemis. L’auteur souhaite, avant tout, que l’Humanité, prise au jeu à son insu, se libère elle-même de la
Grande Illusion, de la Matrice. Quand chacun touchera sa vérité, la Matrice sera pulvérisée ! Ne nous fions
jamais à une vérité imposée !
The Path of the Pole Charles H. Hapgood 1999 Hapgood's tour de force is back in print! This riveting
account of how earth's poles have flipped positions many times is the culmination of Hapgood's extensive
research of Antarctica, ancient maps and the geological record. This amazing book discusses the various
pole shifts in earth's history -- occurring when earth's crust slips in the inner core -- and gives evidence for
each one. It also predicts future pole shifts: a planetary alignment will cause the next one on 5 May 2000!
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Packed with illustrations, this book is the reference other books on the subject cite over and over again.
With millennium madness in full swing, this is just the book to generate even more excitement at the
unknown possibilities.
The Ark Before Noah Irving Finkel 2014-03-25 The recent translation of a Babylonian tablet launches a
groundbreaking investigation into one of the most famous stories in the world, challenging the way we look
at ancient history. Since the Victorian period, it has been understood that the story of Noah, iconic in the
Book of Genesis, and a central motif in Judaism, Christianity and Islam, derives from a much older story
that existed centuries before in ancient Babylon. But the relationship between the Babylonian and biblical
traditions was shrouded in mystery. Then, in 2009, Irving Finkel, a curator at the British Museum and a
world authority on ancient Mesopotamia, found himself playing detective when a member of the public
arrived at the museum with an intriguing cuneiform tablet from a family collection. Not only did the tablet
reveal a new version of the Babylonian Flood Story; the ancient poet described the size and completely
unexpected shape of the ark, and gave detailed boat building specifications. Decoding this ancient message
wedge by cuneiform wedge, Dr. Finkel discovered where the Babylonians believed the ark came to rest and
developed a new explanation of how the old story ultimately found its way into the Bible. In The Ark Before
Noah, Dr. Finkel takes us on an adventurous voyage of discovery, opening the door to an enthralling world
of ancient voices and new meanings.
The Cygnus Mystery Andrew Collines 2012-01-01 The Cygnus Constellation holds the key to proving that
life originated in the heavens—and will ultimately return there. Best-selling author Andrew Collins has
uncovered an astronomy that is about 17,000 years old, with standing stones, temples, and monuments
across the globe oriented towards Cygnus’s stars. He also found that the use of deep caves by Palaeolithic
man led to the rise of religious thought and the belief in life’s stellar origins. Now modern-day technology
has confirmed that high-energy particles come from a binary star known as Cygnus X3. Ancient people
knew what science is finally verifying: that the DNA of life came originally from deep space.
Nephilim Island Shawn Hopkins THE NEPHILIM WERE ON THE EARTH IN THOSE DAYS - AND ALSO
AFTERWARD - WHEN THE SONS OF GOD WENT TO THE DAUGHTERS OF MEN AND HAD CHILDREN
BY THEM. THEY WERE THE HEROES OF OLD, MEN OF RENOWN. - GENESIS 6:4 It has been months
since John Carter's estranged brother, Henry, has gone missing. When last heard from, he was sailing off to
Bermuda in search of an author whose books deal with the esoteric traditions of past ages. Reluctantly,
John joins Henry's old Special Forces Teammates on a trip to Bermuda, hoping to discover the truth behind
Henry's disappearance. But not all is as it seems in Bermuda, and the puzzle that awaits John on the small
island paradise will prove to be more sinister than anything the world has seen in a very long time. As the
fingers of an ancient evil seek to draw him into another world - a world where all of Hell is trying to break
loose - John must confront the truth of his own past...and pray that he might survive its revelation... ...that
the world might survive its revelation. Described as "Dan Brown meets Lost meets Left Behind," Progeny
takes the reader through the heart of the Bermuda Triangle and drops them in a world where biblical
legends and ancient mythologies - the similarities of which Hopkins "describes with academic dexterity" reign terrifyingly supreme. Buckle up! Progeny is "equal parts religious thriller and action-packed roller
coaster ride!"
Digging Through History Richard A. Freund 2016-10-15 Digging through History follows rabbi and
archaeologist Richard Freund's journey through some of the most fascinating archaeological sites of human
history--including the mysterious Atlantis, Qumran and the Dead Sea Scrolls, and the long-buried Holocaust
camp Sobibor. Each chapter takes readers through a different archaeological site, showing what we can
learn about past religious life and religious faith through the artifacts found there, as well as what has
given each site such strong staying power over time. Richard Freund and the research in Digging through
History are featured in the National Geographic documentary Atlantis Rising, which premieres on National
Geographic on Sunday, January 29, at 9/8 central. The documentary follows Oscar-winning executive
producer James Cameron and Emmy-winning filmmaker Simcha Jacobovici as they investigate the myths
and realities of Atlantis. Digging through History is the only book that details Freund's groundbreaking
research on Atlantis that is featured in the film. A free app, "Archaeology Quest: Atlantis" is also available
for iPhone and Android users who want to explore Freund's newest information on Atlantis.
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mask. At times he is depicted as a meek, stuttering figure; pleading with God that he's unfit for a sacred
mission. At other times his tyrannical commands terrorize the children of Israel. What is the explanation for
these extreme shifts in the prophet's character? Was Moses mentally ill? The evidence suggests something
much more sinister: he was assassinated and replaced by an impostor. The idea that the prophet had been
murdered obsessed Sigmund Freud for forty years. But despite devoting his last book to the subject he
could not identify the man who had stolen the prophet's identity. KILLING MOSES exposes a prime suspect,
the Magician Reuel; a charismatic character whose influence molded the development of both Judaism and
Christianity. Far from being a minor biblical character - Reuel was Moses father-in-law. He was deeply
embedded in the lives of the tribal leaders; a perfect position from which to pursue his brutal agenda of
vengeance. Trained in the elite art of magic at Egypt's prestigious House of Life he had learned how his
sophisticated skills could serve him well in manipulating and dominating the political game. The story of
Osiris (a critical tale in the education of any Egyptian magician) in which a righteous son slays his uncle in
retaliation for the murder of his father provided Reuel with a blueprint for murder. His motive for
murdering Moses was as old as humankind. A born actor, his commanding voice and sense of drama
eventually paved the way for him to seize control over a naive and often terrified populace. To this end he
concealed his face behind a mesmerizing mask. But it was his unique talent for impersonation that hid his
crimes for more than 3000 years. Using time-honoured detection methods to crack this ultimate cold case
file KILLING MOSES uncovers the motive, the means and the opportunity of the prime suspect in this
enduring, unsolved homicide.
Open Rajiv S. Jhangiani 2017-03-27 Affordable education. Transparent science. Accessible scholarship.
These ideals are slowly becoming a reality thanks to the open education, open science, and open access
movements. Running separate—if parallel—courses, they all share a philosophy of equity, progress, and
justice. This book shares the stories, motives, insights, and practical tips from global leaders in the open
movement.
Before Atlantis Frank Joseph 2013-03-24 A comprehensive exploration of Earth’s ancient past, the
evolution of humanity, the rise of civilization, and the effects of global catastrophes • Explores biological
evidence for the aquatic ape theory and 20-million-year-old evidence of pre-human cultures from which we
are not descended • Traces the genesis of modern human civilization to Indonesia and the Central Pacific
75,000 years ago after a near-extinction-level volcanic eruption • Examines the profound similarities of
megaliths around the world, including Nabta Playa and Gobekli Tepe, to reveal the transoceanic civilization
that built them all Exploring emerging and suppressed evidence from archaeology, anthropology, and
biology, Frank Joseph challenges conventional theories of evolution, the age of humanity, the origins of
civilization, and the purpose of megaliths around the world. He reveals 20-million-year-old quartzite tools
discovered in the remains of extinct fauna in Argentina and other evidence of ancient pre-human cultures
from which we are not descended. He traces the genesis of modern human civilization to Indonesia and the
Central Pacific 75,000 years ago, launched by a catastrophic volcanic eruption that abruptly reduced
humanity from two million to a few thousand individuals worldwide. Further investigating the evolutionary
branches of humanity, he explores the mounting biological evidence supporting the aquatic ape theory--that
our ancestors spent one or more evolutionary phases in water--and shows how these aquatic phases of
humanity fall neatly into place within his revised timeline of ancient history. Examining the profound
similarities of megaliths around the world, including Nabta Playa, Gobekli Tepe, Stonehenge, New
Hampshire’s Mystery Hill, and the Japanese Oyu circles, the author explains how these precisely placed
monuments of quartz were built specifically to produce altered states of consciousness, revealing the
spiritual and technological sophistication of their Neolithic builders--a transoceanic civilization fractured by
the cataclysmic effects of comets. Tying in his extensive research into Atlantis and Lemuria, Joseph
provides a 20-million-year timeline of the rise and fall of ancient civilizations, both human and pre-human,
the evolutionary stages of humanity, and the catastrophes and resulting climate changes that triggered
them all--events that our relatively young civilization may soon experience.
Where do we come from Ernst Muldashev 2012-08-08 The sensational findings of a himalayan
expedition.Unlocking the Secrets of the Himalayas.
Hidden Mysteries Joshua David Stone 1996-12-12 The Essenes, the Kahunas of Hawaii, Pan and the

The Atlantis Blueprint Colin Wilson 2008-12-10 A spellbinding blend of history and science, scholarship
and speculation, this landmark work presents startling new evidence that traces archaeology's most
enduring mysteries back to the lost civilization of Atlantis.... The Great Pyramid. Stonehenge. Machu
Picchu. For centuries, these and other sacred sites have inspired wonder among those who ponder their
origins. Conventional science tells us they were constructed by local peoples working with the primitive
tools of a fledgling civilization. But these megaliths nonetheless continue to attract pilgrims, scholars, and
adventurers drawn by the possibility that their true spiritual and technological secrets remain hidden. Who
could have built these elaborate monuments? How did they do it? And what were their incomprehensible
efforts and sacrifices designed to accomplish? Now comes a revolutionary theory that connects these
mysteries to reveal a hidden global pattern -- the ancient work of an advanced civilization whose warnings
of planetary cataclysm now reverberate across one hundred millennia. International bestselling author
Colin Wilson and Canadian researcher Rand Flem-Ath join forces to share startling evidence of a fiercely
intelligent society dating back as much as 100,000 years -- one that sailed the oceans of the world, building
monuments to preserve and communicate its remarkable wisdom. The Atlantis Blueprint is their term for a
sophisticated network of connections between these sacred sites that they trace to Atlantis: a sophisticated
maritime society that charted the globe from its home base in Antarctica ... until it was obliterated by the
devastating global changes it anticipated but could not escape. Here is adventure to realms beyond our
imaginings ... to shifting poles, changing latitudes ... into the world of ancient mariners who recharted the
globe ... to astonishing discoveries about our ancestors. Here are the great mysteries ... the incredibly
complex geography of the Temple of Luxor ... the startling sophistication of Egyptian science and math ...
and tantalizing similarities among the Hebrew, Greek, and Mayan alphabets to the Chinese lunar zodiac.
The Atlantis Blueprint opens up a Pandora's box of ancient mysteries, lost worlds, and millennial riddles. It
is a story as controversial, fascinating, dangerous -- and inspiring -- as any ever told.
Norse Greenland Jared Diamond 2012-12-11 A timely and fascinating exploration of the collapse of
prehistoric Norse society in Greenland—excerpted from the Pulitzer Prize–winning author Jared Diamond’s
Collapse This excerpt from the New York Times–bestselling book Collapse takes a timely and fascinating
look at prehistoric Norse Greenland—the closest approximation of a controlled experiment in collapse in
history. One island, two unique societies (Norse and Inuit). Only one of these societies would succeed—the
other would fail. But how? With his trademark accessibility and comprehensiveness, Diamond documents
how environmental damage, climate change, loss of friendly contacts and the rise of hostile ones, and the
unique political, economic, and social settings of prehistoric Greenland combine to demonstrate exactly
why and how societies choose to fail or succeed. Jared Diamond's latest book, The World Until Yesterday:
What Can We Learn from Traditional Societies?, is available from Viking.
The Giza Death Star Joseph P. Farrell 2001 This is physicist Joseph Farrellis' amazing book on the secrets
of the Great Pyramid of Giza. Among the topics discussed in detail in this fantastic book are: An
Archaeology of Mass Destruction, Thoth and Theories; The Machine Hypothesis; Pythagoras, Plato, Planck,
and the Pyramid; The Weapon Hypothesis; Encoded Harmonics of the Planck Units in the Great Pyramid;
The Grand Gallery and its Crystals: Gravito-acoustic Resonators; The Other Two Large Pyramds, the
'Causeways', and the 'Temples'. Also: A Phase Conjugate Howitzer Evidence of the Use of Weapons of Mass
Destruction in Ancient Times; High Frequency Direct Current 'Impulse' Technology; How the Giza Death
Star worked. This book takes off where Christopher Dunn's 'The Giza Power Plant' left off. It is a rollicking
ride into the world of fantastic science and an even more fantastic past that is just beginning to be
imagined!
Killing Moses Rand Flem-Ath 2014-12-06 There is a subterranean story within the Bible that has been
repressed for centuries. It is a tale of greed, betrayal and revenge. It is the story of the hijacking of the
Exodus by a perfect impostor. Why is so little known about the death of Moses - the greatest prophet of the
Old Testament? There are no witnesses - no body - no funeral - and ..".no one knows to this day where his
burial place is." The clues to this ancient enigma lie in the disturbing circumstances surrounding his
disappearance. The truth about this powerful man remains elusive, as his life has always been shrouded in
mystery. The isolated details of the biblical story and the contradictory accounts of his behavior have
mystified and frustrated scholars and devotees alike. For the last years of his life he chose to hide behind a
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nature kingdom, the angelic kingdom, the Vedas and Upanishads, the Kabbalah, the Yoga sutras of
Patanjali, the Egyptian mysteries, and The Keys of Enoch: These profound spiritual teachings, unknown to
so many on our planet, are a valuable resource to anyone wishing to move further along the path to
enlightenment and ascension. This book contains a wealth of information on esoteric teachings, from the
ancient mystery schools to the recently founded religions. More than a mere retelling of well-known facts,
the story begins with what may be the most elusive knowledge of our time —that of the extraterrestrial
presence on Earth.
When the Sky Fell Rand Flem-Ath 1997-12-15 Tenders new evidence, including an ancient Egyptian map,
proving that the legendary civilization of Atlantis did exist and sank to the bottom of the sea, and predicts
another environmental catastrophe that will bring about the end of the world. Reprint.
Disinformation Guide to Ancient Aliens, Lost Civilizations, Astonishing Archaeology & Hidden
History Preston Peet 2013-01-01 "If you think the history you were taught in school was accurate, you're in
for a big surprise. This group of researchers blows the lid off everything you thought you knew about the
origins of the human race and the culture we live in"--Cover p. [4].
Ten Discoveries That Rewrote History Patrick Hunt 2007-09-25 The world’s greatest archaeological finds
and what they tell us about lost civilizations Renowned archaeologist Patrick Hunt brings his top ten list of
ancient archaeological discoveries to life in this concise and captivating book. The Rosetta Stone, Troy,
Nineveh's Assyrian Library, King Tut’s Tomb, Machu Picchu, Pompeii, the Dead Sea Scrolls, Thera, Olduvai
Gorge, and the Tomb of 10,000 Warriors—Hunt reveals the fascinating stories of these amazing discoveries
and explains the ways in which they added to our knowledge of human history and permanently altered our
worldview. Part travel guide to the wonders of the world and part primer on ancient world history, Ten
Discoveries That Rewrote History captures the awe and excitement of finding a lost window into ancient
civilization.
Egypt: Child of Atlantis J. S. Gordon 2004-05-18 Reveals that Egyptian civilization is far older than
commonly believed and that its sacred science was the legacy of the gods who founded Atlantis • Explains
the cosmological and astronomical underpinnings of Egyptian philosophy and how they gave structure to
the entire society • Explores the importance of the Precession of the Equinoxes in the initiatory nature of
Egyptian life This book asserts that the civilization of Egypt existed far longer than is commonly believed
and was structured around forms of cosmic knowledge that involved astronomical and geographical
competence that modern science has yet to attain. Building on evidence of the prehistoric existence of an
ancient worldwide religious culture that extended all the way to Tibet and China, John Gordon traces the
origins of Egyptian culture to the legendary lost continent of Atlantis. Based on an understanding of the
Precession of the Equinoxes and its inextricable connection to human evolution and divine purpose, he
concludes that the sacred science of the ancient Egyptians was the legacy left to them by “fallen star gods,”
conscious divine beings who founded Atlantis. Egyptologists contend that ancient Egypt was a civilization
obsessed with death, that its greatest monuments were tombs, and that its history dates back only some
5,000 years. In contrast Gordon suggests this civilization to have been 50,000 years older. Furthermore, he
contends that Egypt was originally not a society obsessed with death, but one that saw in life and death an
initiatory transition. This idea was followed by the entire population, which was attuned to the form and
nature of cosmic evolution at all levels of being, from the highest to the most mundane.
From Atlantis to the Sphinx Colin Wilson 2004-07-01 In this compelling book, Colin Wilson argues that
thousands of years before ancient Egypt and Greece held sway, there was a great civilization whose ships
traveled the world from China to Antarctica. Their advanced knowledge of science, mathematics, and
astronomy was passed on to descendants who escaped to Egypt and South America. From Atlantis to the
Sphinx bases this assertion on a true fact: that archaeologists and geologists are at odds over the age of the
Sphinx. Archaeologists claim that the Sphinx dates to classical dynastic Egypt, around 2,400 b.c. But some
geologists claim that it could have been built as early as 7,000 to 10,500 b.c. The geologists' claim is based
on the curious fact that the erosion of the Sphinx is more characteristic of water erosion than that of wind
and sand. Starting from the assumption that there was an advanced civilization in existence much earlier
than previously thought, Wilson goes on to claim that it could very well be Atlantis--not a literal island that
sank, but more of a great civilization that either declined naturally or experienced a great catastrophe,
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passing on only a fraction of its knowledge to other peoples. From Atlantis to the Sphinx delves into what
might have been a completely different knowledge system from that of modern man--one as alien to us as
that of the Martians. The book sets out to reconstruct that ancient knowledge in a fascinating exploration of
the remote depths of history, a ground-breaking attempt to understand how these long-forgotten peoples
thought, felt, and communicated with the universe.
Lemuria and Atlantis Shirley Andrews 2004-01 The mysterious civilizations of Lemuria and Atlantis
become reality as Shirley Andrews, the author of Atlantis: Insights From a Lost Civilization combines
details from scholars, scientists and the respected psychic Edgar Cayce. Her sober portrayal of disturbing
parallels between the spiritual decay of Atlantis and our modern world, and her reasonable explanations for
the vivid dreams and past life memories recounted by numerous people about life on the lost lands enhance
this fascinating book.
Atlantis Rising 105 - May/June 2014 J. Douglas Kenyon 2014-05-01 Contents in this full color digital edition:
Patric Marsolek: Lost Tribes The Enduring Search for the Missing Heirs of the Biblical Jacob William B.
Stoecker: MORPHIC FIELDS AND DNA Why Life on Earth Is Not Explained by Genetics Alone Cynthia
Logan: CHALLENGING THE ILLUSION OF DEATH A Game-Changing Conversation with Top Biologist
Robert Lanza D.W. Kreger: PATHOLOGICAL SKEPTICISM A Leading Psychiatrist on Why Some Minds
Never Open Susan B. Martinez, Ph.D.: A QUESTION OF BREEDING Darwinian Confusion and the Fossil
Record
Atlantis in the Amazon Richard Wingate 2011-05-20 An investigation into the ancient technologically
advanced artifacts amassed by Father Carlo Crespi and how they offer proof of Atlantis in South America •
Includes photos and descriptions of the strange machines and beautiful artifacts that once comprised the
“Crespi Treasure” • Connects Crespi’s treasures to readings by Edgar Cayce and Annie Besant’s
descriptions of Atlantean colonies in Ecuador • Reveals the nuclear war between the Atlanteans and the
Aryans and the radioactive evidence left behind in the Bahamas and Pakistan In 1923 an Italian priest,
Father Carlo Crespi, came to Ecuador as a missionary. Befriending the indigenous Shuar people, he learned
of an ancient treasure they had sworn to protect hidden within a network of underground tunnels. As newly
converted Christians, the Shuar wanted to share with their priest these amazing anachronistic artifacts-golden sarcophagi from Egypt, bronze plaques depicting famous scenes from antiquity bearing both
Quechua and Phoenician writing, copper wheels and gears as hard as steel, strange machines, and many
other inexplicable items. Crespi faithfully maintained the collection until just before his death when the
Ecuadorian government purchased it from the church and many of these priceless treasures were lost
forever. Providing detailed descriptions and his own photos of the advanced technologies and beautiful art
that comprised the “Crespi Treasure,” Richard Wingate reveals that the ancient civilization responsible for
these advanced artifacts was Atlantis. Connecting Crespi’s treasures to Edgar Cayce’s descriptions of
advanced technology in the distant past and the Atlantean colonies of Ecuador described by Annie Besant,
Wingate explores other evidence of Atlantis in South America and the Bahamas, including geographically
out-of-place underwater ruins and buried magnetic ore. Investigating ancient records, such as the
Mahabharata, he shows how a prehistoric nuclear war between the Atlanteans and the Aryans ultimately
resulted in the sinking of Atlantis, and he uncovers the radioactive archaeological evidence left behind.
Explaining how our ancient ancestors regretted their nuclear actions and destroyed or buried their
advanced technology, entering into a self-imposed Stone Age, he shows how our civilization is headed down
the same path and that only through “green” choices can we avoid the same fate as Atlantis.
LES ENFANTS DE LA MATRICE TOME 1 David Icke Nous arrivons sur cette planète, enchâssés dans une
matrice conçue par des forces invisibles qui contrôlent l’humanité depuis des millénaires. Il ne s’agit pas du
scénario catastrophe d’un film hollywoodien ou d’un épisode des Affaires non classées. C’est notre réalité.
Avec l’aplomb qui le caractérise, David Icke dénonce la terrifiante conspiration dont nous, les humains,
sommes victimes depuis des temps immémoriaux. Cette conspiration est dirigée à partir d’une dimension
hors du monde physique et le Plan se déroule sous un énorme truquage avec les grands de la Terre comme
complices. David Icke décline les liens consanguins entre des entités d’origine reptilienne et les créatures
humaines qu’elles dominent. Les dirigeants actuels de la planète (quels qu’ils soient) sortent des mêmes
viscères que les rois et reines de jadis (voir LE PLUS GRAND SECRET). L’humanité entière est en danger
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quand elle remet son avenir entre les mains de ses gouvernements. Les révélations de David Icke sont
essentielles à l’éveil des peuples : leurs idoles sont des marionnettes imbues de leur pouvoir passager et
feignent d’ignorer la perfidie du rôle qui leur est assigné. L’humanité est emmurée dans une prison
psychologique, émotive et spirituelle. Et l’humanité, c’est chacun de nous ! Les livres de David Icke
dérangent parce que l’auteur prouve que la réalité quotidienne de notre planète dépasse largement
l’imagination la plus débordante. Analysons avec minutie les informations retransmises par les médias et
vérifions à la loupe chacun des faits et gestes des têtes dirigeantes et surtout, souvenons-nous des inepties
qu’on nous sert. Le résultat risque d’être troublant ! Ne soyons plus dupes de cette vaste machination et
brisons la matrice! C’est une question de vie, de notre vie. Gouvernons-nous en conséquence !
Invented Knowledge Ronald H. Fritze 2009-05-15 This incredible exploration of the murky world of pseudohistory reveals the mix of proven facts, informed speculation, and pure fiction behind lost continents,
ancient super-civilizations, and conspiratorial cover-ups—as well as the revisionist historical foundations of
religions such as the Nation of Islam and the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. Drawing on the
best scholarship available, Ronald H. Fritze shows that in spite of strong, mainstream historical evidence to
the contrary, many of these ideas have proved durable and gained widespread acceptance. As the examples
in Invented Knowledge reveal, pseudo-historians capitalize on and exploit anomalies in evidence to support
their claims, rather than examining the preponderance of research as a whole.
Discovering the Mysteries of Ancient America Frank Joseph 2006-01-01 In Discovering the Mysteries of
Ancient America, the author of The Atlantis Encyclopedia turns his sextant towards this hemisphere. Here
is a collection of the most controversial articles selected from seventy issues of the infamous Ancient
American magazine. They range from the discovery of Roman relics in Arizona and California's Chinese
treasure, to Viking rune-stones in Minnesota and Oklahoma and the mysterious religions of ancient
Americans.
Atlantis and the Kingdom of the Neanderthals Colin Wilson 2006-06-27 The history of Neanderthal
influence from Atlantis to the contemporary era • Provides evidence of Neanderthal man’s superior
intelligence • Explores the unexplained scientific and architectural feats of ancient civilizations • Presents
an alternative history of humankind since 7500 B.C. with an emphasis on esoteric traditions and the history
of Christianity from the Essenes onward In Atlantis and the Kingdom of the Neanderthals Colin Wilson
presents evidence of a widespread Neanderthal civilization as the origin of sophisticated ancient
knowledge. Examining remarkable archaeological discoveries that date back millennia, he suggests that
civilization on Earth is far older than we have previously realized. Using this information as a springboard,
Wilson then fills in the gaps in the past 100,000 years of human history, providing answers to previously
unexplained scientific and architectural feats of ancient civilizations. Wilson shows that not only did
Atlantis exist but that the civilizing force behind it was the Neanderthals. Far from being the violent brutes
they are traditionally depicted as, Wilson shows that the Neanderthals had sophisticated mathematical and
astrological knowledge, including an understanding of the precession of the equinoxes, and that they
possessed advanced telepathic abilities akin to the “group consciousness” evident in flocks of birds and
schools of fish. These abilities, he demonstrates, have been transmitted through the ages by the various
keepers of the hermetic tradition--including the Templars, Freemasons, and other secret societies. In the
course of his investigation, Wilson also finds new information about historical links between the Masonic
tradition and the Essenes that indicate that America was “discovered” long before Columbus set sail and
that Jesus actually survived crucifixion and fled to France with his wife Mary Magdalene.
The Oracle Jonathan Cahn 2019-09-03 New York Times and USA Today Best Seller! Discover the amazing
secret of the ages...and the mystery of your life! The Oracle will reveal the mystery behind everything...the
past, the present, current events, even what is yet to come! Open the seven doors of revelation—and
prepare to be blown away! Jonathan Cahn, author of the New York Times best sellers The Harbinger, The
Mystery of the Shemitah, The Book of Mysteries, and The Paradigm, now unveils The Oracle, in which he
opens up the Jubilean mysteries and a revelation so big that it lies behind everything from the rise and fall
of nations and empires (even America), to the current events of our day, to the future, to end-time
prophecy, and much more. Could an ancient prophecy and a mysterious ordinance given in a Middle
Eastern desert over three thousand years ago be determining the events of our day? Could some of the
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most famous people of modern history and current events be secretly linked to this mystery-even a modern
president of the United States? Could this ancient revelation pinpoint the events of our times down to the
year, month, and day of their occurring? Could a mysterious phenomenon be manifesting on the world
stage on an exact timetable determined from ancient times? Could these manifestations have altered-and
now be altering-the course of world events? Jonathan Cahn takes the reader on a journey to find the man
called the Oracle. One by one each of the Jubilean mysteries will be revealed through the giving of a vision.
The Oracle will uncover the mysteries of The Stranger, The Lost City, The Man With the Measuring Line,
The Land of Seven Wells, The Birds, The Number of the End, The Man in the Black Robe, The Prophet's
Song, The Matrix of Years, The Day of the Lions, The Awakening of the Dragon, and much more. The reader
will discover the ancient scrolls that contain the appointed words that have determined the course of world
history from the onset of modern times up to our day. The revelation is so big that it will involve and open
up the mysteries of everything and everyone from Mark Twain to Moses, from King Nebuchadnezzar to
Donald Trump, from the fall of empires to the rise of America, from a mystery hidden in a desert cave to
another in an ancient scroll, from the palace of the Persian Empire to the US Senate, from the Summer of
Love to the Code of Babylon, and much, much more. Ultimately the Oracle will reveal the secret that lies
behind end-time prophecy and the mystery of the end of the age. As with The Harbinger and The Book of
Mysteries, Cahn reveals the mysteries through a narrative. A traveler is given seven keys; each will open up
one of seven doors. Behind each door lies a stream of mysteries. The reader will be taken on a journey of
angels and prophetic revelations waiting to be discovered behind each of the seven doors-the ancient
secrets that lie behind the world-changing events of modern times-and revelations of what is yet to come.
Hailed as a mind-blowing masterpiece, The Oracle will reveal mysteries that are absolutely real, amazing,
stunning, mind-blowing, and life-changing. Prepare to be blown away. Also Available in Spanish ISBN-13:
978-1-62999-267-9 E-Book ISBN: 978-1-62999-268-6
The Theory Of Celestial Influence Rodney Collin 2016-08-09 Originally published in 1954, The Theory of
Celestial Influence is an exploration of the universe and man’s place in it. Drawing extensively on the
teachings of Russian mathematician and esotericist P. D. Ouspensky and Greek-Armenian Esoteric doctrine
teacher George Gurdjieff, author Rodney Collins examines 20th century scientific discoveries and attempts
to unite astronomy, physics, chemistry, human physiology and world history with his own version of
planetary influences. He concludes that the driving force behind everything is neither procreation nor
survival, but expansion of awareness. Collin sets out to reconcile the considerable contradictions of the
rational and imaginative minds and of the ways we see the external world versus our inner selves.
The History Of Atlantis Lewis Spence 2013-11-26 The History of Atlantis may, in the light of our present
knowledge of Plato 's sunken island, appear as a somewhat presumptuous title for a work, the object of
which is to present a general outline of what is known concerning Atlantean civilisation. Yet the author
placed this study upon a scientific basis, and in so doing he has attached the description of "history" to this
work in the hope that the mere invocation of such a name will endow it with the spirit which should inspire
all histories a desire to arrive at fundamental truth by every available means. Contents: Preface
Introductory The Sources Of Atlantean History I: The Writings Of Plato The Sources Of Atlantean History Ii:
From The Fourth Century B.C. Atlantean Historical Sources Examined The Geography Of Atlantis The
Races Of Atlantis The Stone Age In Atlantis The Kings Of Atlantis Atlantis In Britain The Traditions Of
Atlantis Life In Atlantis The Atlantean State And Polity The Religion Of Atlantis Animal Life In Atlantis The
Colonies Of Atlantis The Atlantean Culture Complex
The Giza Death Star Destroyed Joseph P. Farrell 2005 Final volume in a trilogy, the first of which is the
author's The Giza death star, and the second of which is his The Giza death star deployed.
Lost Race of the Giants Patrick Chouinard 2013-09-28 An exploration of mythological and archaeological
evidence for prehistoric giants • Examines the many corresponding giant mythologies throughout the
world, such as the Greek and Roman titans, Norse frost giants, and the biblical Nephilim • Reveals recent
finds of giant skeletons in the deserts of Saudi Arabia and India • Explains how giants passed on their
sophisticated culture and civilization to humanity before being wiped out in the great age of cataclysms and
floods Giants are a cornerstone of the myths, legends, and traditions of almost every culture on Earth.
Stories of giants are often considered fantasies of the ancients or primitive attempts to explain natural
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phenomena, but archaeological discoveries of 10- and 12-foot skeletons--many of which have been
suppressed--confirm the existence of a forgotten golden age of giants before recorded history. Patrick
Chouinard examines the staggering number of corresponding giant mythologies throughout the world, such
as the Greek and Roman titans, Norse frost giants, the Hindu Daityas, the biblical Nephilim, the Celtic
Formorach, the Sumerian Anunnaki, and the multitude of myths in which the sky or world is held aloft on
the shoulders of a giant. He links these stories to Atlantis as well as other legends of prehistoric
civilizations lost to cataclysm and great floods whose survivors spawned the rise of ancient civilizations.
The author reveals how physical remains of giant-size peoples have been found on almost every continent,
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including recent finds in the deserts of Saudi Arabia, Afghanistan, and northern India as well as hundreds
of excavations of giant mummies and skeletons across the United States, corresponding directly with
Native American accounts of red-haired giants. He also examines reports from famous explorers such as
Magellan, Sir Francis Drake, and Desoto of their encounters with giants on the North American continent.
Revealing how giants represent the true earthborn race, Chouinard explains how they engaged in open
conflict with the extraterrestrial gods who created humanity for forced labor and how they passed their
sophisticated culture and civilization on to humanity before being nearly wiped out in the great age of
cataclysms.
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